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Abstract

This paper deals with active diagnosis for a class of switched systems which may not satisfy the

classical diagnosability conditions. A Mealy Machine modeling is used to define an appropriate diagnoser

which reduces the uncertain state subset. An algorithm combining the proposed diagnoser and a testing

procedure is introduced to solve the fault identification problem. A study on the multicellular converter

is carried out to detect and isolate faulty cells. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed

scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Occurrence of faults can be extremely detrimental, not onlyto the equipment and surroundings

but also to the human operator if they are not detected and isolated in time. Moreover, usually, a

fault tolerant controller [1] cannot be applied if the faultis not isolated, i.e., if the exact nature

of the fault that has occurred is not identified. Fault detection and isolation (FDI) have been

widely investigated using various methods [2], [3]. Observer-based FDI techniques rely on the

estimation of outputs from measurements with the observer in order to detect the fault.

Switched systems are systems involving both continuous anddiscrete dynamics. They can

describe a wide range of physical and engineering systems. The observability and observer design

problems for switched systems have been studied using different approaches. TheZ−observability

concept was introduced in [4] to study the observability of some particular classes of hybrid

systems. Using a similar approach, [5] provided a generalization of observability concepts.

Analytical redundancy, i.e., mathematical relations between measured and estimated variables

in order to detect possible faults, can be computed by the analysis of the parity space [6] for

instance.

Several contributions have also been presented in the discrete event systems (DES) framework.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for diagnosability, inthe case of multiple failures, are devel-

oped both for automata [7] (I-diagnosability) and Petri nets [8], [9]. For DES, the diagnosability

analysis and the online diagnosis are computed by a diagnoser where the available measurements

are considered as inputs of the diagnoser. It leads to an estimated state which could be either

“normal” or “faulty” after the occurrence of every observable event.

The classical model used in DES diagnosis are finite state machines (FSMs) and a system is

seen as a spontaneous generator of events. In many physical systems, however, the evolution is

driven by a control input and the diagnosability conditionsdepend both on the system structure

and on the control strategy. Hence, some studies proposed anactive diagnosis, using a supervisor

[10], [11], to simultaneously ensure the control and the diagnosability of the system.

In this paper, an active diagnosis algorithm for switched systems is proposed. We assume that

the only control input that drives the evolution of the system is represented by the switching

function that specifies the active mode. Discrete outputs are also available as a result of each

mode transition. Under these assumptions, an abstract model of the system can be represented



by a Mealy machine (MM). Some transitions of the automaton, including those corresponding

to faults, may occur in the absence of a control input and may be unobservable.

In a nominal situation, the control input is selected by the controller according to a given

specification and a diagnoser observes the evolution. Although the state of the diagnoser may be

uncertain, (i.e., a fault may have or may have not occurred),as long as the observed evolution

can be explained by the nominal model, no alarm is generated by the diagnoser. Hence such a

system may be nondiagnosable in the sense of [7]. However, assoon as the diagnoser detects an

abnormal behavior, i.e., an evolution that cannot be explained without the occurrence of some

fault, an alarm is generated and the control objective becomes to isolate the fault if necessary.

A fault isolating sequence can be determined using the well known notion ofhoming sequences

defined in testing theory [12]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work combining a

diagnoser and a testing procedure for MMs. Interlinking a diagnoser and a testing algorithm

online is interesting to isolate every fault for switched systems.

Multicellular converter is an interesting benchmark to show the effectiveness of the proposed

strategy. Since the 1950s, power converters are used in traction systems, power supplies, or

numerical amplifiers. Among these systems, multicellular converters, which appeared at the

beginning of the 1990s are based on the association in seriesof elementary commutation cells.

Due to the particular structure of this switched system, thestate components are only partially

observable for every fixed configuration of the switches. Hybrid observers have been proposed

for this class of systems [13], [14] but they cannot be easilyapplied in real-time to solve the

fault observation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with the problem formulation and introduces

the system and diagnoser modeling. In Section III, a testingcondition is defined and an algorithm

combining a MM diagnoser and a testing procedure is proposedin order to solve the fault

diagnosis problem. Simulation results on the multicellular converter are presented in Section IV

to highlight the efficiency of the proposed approach.



II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELING

A. Preliminaries on DES diagnosis

The classical DES approach for diagnosis [10], considers a system modeled by a deterministic

finite automaton (DFA):

G = (X,Σ, δ, x0) (1)

whereX is the state set,Σ is the set of events,δ : X×Σ → X is the (partial) transition function

andx0 is the initial state of the system.

The modelG accounts for the normal and faulty behavior of the system, described by the

prefix-closed languageL(G) generated byG, i.e., a subset ofΣ∗ whereΣ∗ denotes the Kleene

closure ofΣ. The event setΣ is partitioned asΣ = Σo ∪Σuo whereΣo represents the set of the

observable events andΣuo the unobservable events. Thefault event setis defined asΣf ⊆ Σuo

and may be partitioned intom different fault classesΣf = Σf1 ∪ Σf2 ∪ . . . ∪ Σfm .

Let us define theprojection operatorP : Σ∗ → Σ∗

o such that:

P (ǫ) = ǫ

P (σ) = σ if σ ∈ Σo

P (σ) = ǫ if σ ∈ Σuo

P (sσ) = P (s)P (σ) if s ∈ Σ∗, σ ∈ Σ

whereǫ is the empty word. Therefore,P simply erases the unobservable events from a trace.

The inverse projection operatorwith codomain inL(G) is the relationP−1 : Σ∗

o → 2L(G) that

associates to each word of observable eventsw the set of traces that may have generated it

P−1(w) = {s ∈ L(G) | P (s) = w}. In the following, we will denote bys ∈ Σ∗ a trace of events

generated by the DFA and byw = P (s) ∈ Σ∗

o an observed word, i.e., the observable projection

of a generated string.

The diagnosis problem for a DFAG consists in determining if, given an observed word

w ∈ Σ∗

o, a fault has occurred or not, i.e., if a transition labeled with a symbol inΣf ⊆ Σuo has

fired or not and find the class of the fault.

This may be done using adiagnoser, i.e., a DFA on the alphabet of observable events.

Definition 1: Given a DFA G with set of eventsΣ = Σo ∪ Σuo and set of fault events

Σf = Σf1 ∪ Σf2 ∪ . . . ∪ Σfm , let F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm} the labels associated to the faults. A



diagnoser for the DFA (1) is a DFA

D(G) = (Y,Σo, δy, y0)

such that

• Y ⊆ (X × {N}) ∪ (X × 2F), i.e., each state of the diagnoser is a set of pairs

y = {(x1, γ1), (x2, γ2), . . . , (xk, γk)},

wherexi ∈ X andγi = N or γi ⊆ F (with γi 6= ∅), for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

• δ∗y(y0, w) = yw if and only if

yw =

{(x,N) | (∃s ∈ P−1(w)) δ∗(x0, s) = x, s ∩ Σf = ∅}

∪{(x, γ) | (∃s ∈ P−1(w)) δ∗(x0, s) = x ∧

∅ ( γ ⊆ F ∧ (∀Fj ∈ γ), s ∩ Σfj 6= ∅},

i.e., the execution inD(G) of a wordw yields a stateyw containing:

- all pairs (x,N) wherex can be reached inG executing a string inP−1(w) that does

not contain a fault event;

- all pairs(x, γ) wherex can be reached inG executing a string inP−1(w) that contains,

for eachFj ∈ γ, a fault event of classΣfj .

For each statey = {(x1, γ1), (x2, γ2), . . . (xk, γk)} of D(G), a diagnosis valueϕ(y) is associ-

ated such that:

• ϕ(y) = N (no fault state): ifγi = N for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k,

• ϕ(y) = U (uncertain state): if there existi, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} such thatγi = N andγj ⊆ F ,

• ϕ(y) = F (isolated fault state): ifγi 6= N andγi = γj for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k,

• ϕ(y) = UF (uncertain fault state): ifγi 6= N for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k and there existi, j =

1, 2, . . . , k such thatγi 6= γj. N

Thus, a diagnoser allows one to associate to each observed word w a diagnosis stateϕ(w) =

ϕ(yw) whereyw = δ∗y(y0, w) is the state reached inD(G) by executing wordw.



B. Switched systems modeling

The objective of this paper is to design an algorithm which solves the fault diagnosis problem

for a large class of switched systems. These systems can be modeled as MMs, where the input

event corresponds to the switching input and the output event to the sensor readings.

Formally a MM is a structure:

M = (X, I, O, ζ, λ, x0) (2)

whereX is the state set,I andO are the set of input and output events,ζ : X × I → X is

the transition function,λ : X × I → O is the output function andx0 is the initial state of the

system.

Here, we consider that the set of input events can be partitioned asI = Ic ∪ Iuc. Events inIc

are controllableevents, i.e., they denote controlled transitions that are triggered by an external

control input. Events inIuc are uncontrollableevents, i.e., they denote autonomous transitions

that may occur without being triggered by an external control input. The set of fault events

If = If,1 ∪ . . . ∪ If,m is a subset ofIuc. Note that the transition function of a MM is total on

the set of controllable input events, i.e., for allx ∈ X and for all i ∈ Ic, ζ(x, i) is defined. This

means that a controllable input may be applied regardless ofthe state of the machine. We also

assume that the set of output eventsO may contain the special symbol∅ that denotes transitions

whose occurrence does not generate as output a measurable event.

One can easily convert, for the purpose of diagnosis, a MM to an equivalent DFA with the

same state set and alphabetΣ = I×O. A transition of the MMζ(x, i) = x̄ with output function

λ(x, i) = o can be represented in the DFA by a transitionδ(x, (i, o)) = x̄. The set of unobservable

events of the DFA isΣuo = Iuc×{∅}, and the set of fault events isΣf = {If ×{∅}}∪{Iq×Oq},

whereIq ∈ Ic andOq ∈ O such that{Iq × Oq} ∈ Σo. The set, noted,{Iq × Oq}, contains the

observable faults based on physical considerations of the system between the input and output.

An expert can associate these faults with the different fault classes. Once a MM has been

converted into an equivalent DFA, a diagnoser can be designed to solve the diagnosis problem.

The objective of this paper is to design an algorithm in orderto detect and isolate faults in

spite of the presence of (cycles of) uncertain fault states in the diagnoser.



III. A CTIVE DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM

It is assumed that in normal conditions the control inputs ofthe MM (i.e., the switching

sequence of the system) is selected by a controller to satisfy a given objective. In parallel to

the controller, a diagnoser is used to detect the evolution of the system. There is no interaction

between the diagnoser and the controller when no fault has been detected, i.e., while the diagnoser

is in a state with labelN or U . In such a condition, in fact, the diagnoser behavior may be

explained by a nominal evolution and in many applications there is no need to generate an alarm.

However, when a fault has been detected, the control objective is suspended for safety reasons

and a fault isolation procedure is applied.

In particular, if the diagnoser is in a stateF , the fault has been isolated because it is known

exactly which fault has occurred. On the contrary, when the diagnoser is in one of uncertain

fault statesUF , the control input sequence will be selected on the basis of atesting procedure

to design an active diagnoser that isolate the fault identifying the class of the fault that has

occurred.

A. Testing condition

In this subsection, it is described the active diagnosis procedure for the MM (2), that consists

in finding a control input sequence which isolates the fault.

Definition 2: Given the diagnoser (1) associated with the DFA equivalent to the MM (2), we

define the following functionf : Y × I∗c → 2Y×O∗

as follows. For ally ∈ Y and allα ∈ I∗c :

f(y, α) = {(y′, β) | δy(y, σ) = y′,

σ = (i1, o1)(i2, o2) . . . (ik, ok),

α = i1i2 . . . ik, β = o1o2 . . . ok}.

(3)

Functionf specifies, for each statey of the diagnoser and for each control input sequenceα,

the set of pairs(y′, β) wherey′ is the state of diagnoser reached ifβ has been observed.

Proposition 1: The input sequenceα ∈ I∗c isolates the faults from stateyu ∈ Y such that

ϕ(yu) = UF if and only if

f(yu, α) = {(yi, βi) | ϕ(yi) = F} (4)

Proof: Obviously, condition (4) is a necessary condition for sequenceα to isolate the fault.

Since the diagnoser is a deterministic automaton,(y′, β), (y′′, β) ∈ f(y, α) implies y′ = y′′, i.e.,



the state of the diagnoser, reached by applying a given inputα, is known from the observed

output sequenceβ. This ensures that condition (4) is also sufficient. N

For a system which satisfies condition (4), a sequence that isolates the fault can be determined,

using some standard approaches to compute homing sequences(see [12]). However, for sake of

brevity a formal procedure to determine a fault isolating sequence is not discussed in this paper.

B. Algorithm

Before introducing our proposed algorithm, let us considerthe following example given in

Fig. 1. There are two different fault classes, i.e.,Σf1 = f1 andΣf2 = f2. X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},

I = {a, b, εf1 , εf2} with If,1 = {εf1} and If,2 = {εf2}, Ic = {a, b}, O = {o1, o2, o3, o4, o6, ∅}

and x0 = {1}. The associated diagnoser has an uncertain fault state (3f1, 5f2). The green

transitions allow directly isolating the fault and the blueones are connected to the uncertain fault

state. Considering the system Fig. 1 with the initial state1, the sequence of observable events

(b, o1)(a, o2)(b, o3), for instance, allows detecting a fault but not to isolate it. On the diagnoser

(Fig. 1(right)), this sequence leads to the uncertain state(3f1, 5f2) with ϕ(y) = UF . When the

fault is detected, the nominal control objective is suspended for safety reason. Considering the

condition (4) on the diagnoser, the control input eventa can be applied as a fault isolating

sequence. Indeed, in this case, if the corresponding outputevent iso4, we can isolate the fault

f1 and if the output event iso6, then the faultf2 can be isolated.

Fig. 1. Example of a system and its MM active diagnoser which satisfies condition (4).

The proposed idea is to compute a fault isolating sequence using the testing theory approaches



based on homing sequences (i.e., sequence such that the finalstate can be uniquely determined

using the output).

This paper deals with the active diagnosis of a class of switched systems. The details on

computation of a fault isolating sequence will be given in a future work. The proposed MM

active diagnoser algorithm can be summarized by the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Active diagnoser
loop

Nominal control (according to the control objective)

Observation of the system

if a fault is detectedthen

Stop the control objective

if ϕ(y) = F then

The fault is isolated using the MM diagnoser

End

else

if condition (4) holdsthen

Active diagnosis: Compute and apply a fault isolating sequence

The fault is isolated using the active diagnoser

End

end if

end if

end if

end loop

In a nominal situation, the control input follows a given objective and the MM diagnoser uses

the output signal to observe the system. In this case, the diagnosis valueϕ(y) (associated to the

diagnoser) can be equal toN or U . If a fault is detected, the control objective is suspended.If

the diagnosis valueϕ(y) = F , the fault class is isolated and the algorithm is ended. If the fault

is only detected (i.e.,ϕ(y) = UF ) and if there exists an input sequence which isolates the fault

(i.e., condition (4) holds), then a fault isolating sequence can be computed and applied in order



to achieve the diagnosis objective.

IV. A PPLICATION TO THE MULTICELLULAR CONVERTER

In this section, the proposed diagnosis algorithm is applied on a multicellular converter.

A. Multicellular converter modeling

The multicellular converter is based on the combination ofp elementary cells of commutation.

The current flows from the sourceE toward the output through the different switches. The

converter shows, by its structure, a hybrid behavior due to the discrete variables, i.e., switches.

Note that because of the presence of the floating capacitors,there are also continuous variables,

i.e., currents and voltages.

Without loss of generality, in this paper, we only consider the casep = 2 in order to simplify

notations. Anyway, the proposed approach can be easily applied for anyp. Figure 2 depicts the

topology of the 2-cells converter associated to an inductive load.

Fig. 2. Topology of a2-cells converter with a PWM based control and the corresponding MM.

Each commutation cell is controlled by the binary signalS1, S2 ∈ {0, 1}. SignalSj = 1 means

that the upper switch of thej−th cell is ”on” and the lower switch is ”off” whereasSj = 0 means

that the upper switch is ”off” and the lower switch is ”on”. A driver applies the control strategy

on the two switches in each cell.[S1, S2]
T is a boolean vector describing the configuration or

mode of the system. The discrete control lawsS1 andS2 ensure the simultaneous regulation of

the load current and the balancing capacitor voltage such that: Vc,ref = E
2
. The dynamics of the



converter, with a load consisting in a resistanceR and an inductanceL, can be expressed by

the following differential equations:

V̇c =
I

c
(S2 − S1) (5)

İ = −
R

L
I +

E

L
S2 −

Vc

L
(S2 − S1) (6)

whereI is the load current,c is the capacitance,Vc is the internal voltage andE is the voltage

of the main source. Here, it is assumed that only the output voltageVs can be measured:

Vs = ES2 − Vc(S2 − S1) (7)

Assuming that the control law is computed using a PWM module,the switching sequence,

which depends on the desired load current, is known. Since the transient period is very short, one

can only consider the steady state value for each mode. Therefore, the hybrid control strategy

is defined by4 modes (states1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 2(right)). It creates a stairs behavior of the

output voltage, i.e.,Vs ∈ {0, E
2
, E}. In order to reduce the harmonic contents and the switching

losses of semiconductors during the different commutations, the control limits the variation of

the output voltage toE
2
. Indeed, the control operates one cell at a time. Figure 2(right) shows

the nominal mode and depicts the corresponding MM where, thecontrol signalsS1S2 represent

the input events and the discrete value, associated toVs, is the output set.

Remark 1:System (5)-(7) is not observable in the classical sense. Indeed, if S1 = S2 then

the internal voltageVc cannot be estimated.

B. Active fault diagnosis algorithm

In this work, only faults which occur on a commutation cell are considered. It is possible that

a commutation cell is blocked due to a faulty driver. For the 2-cells converter, four faults can be

defined. The fault event set isΣf = f1 ∪ f2∪ f̄1 ∪ f̄2, wherefj (resp.f̄j) indicates that the j-cell

is blocked inSj = 1 (resp.Sj = 0). The fault states are denoted according to the corresponding

nominal state. For instance, the fault state2f̄2 is the equivalent state of2 in the presence of fault

f̄2.

Figure 3 shows the MM representation of the 2-cells converter. The output set isO =

{∅, 0, 1, 2} and corresponds to Table I. The output set represents the output voltage variations.



Fig. 3. MM modeling for the 2-cells converter considering ((S2, S1), Vs) as the observable quantity (MM modeling).

The input set isI = {εf , s1s2, s̄1s2, s1s̄2, s̄1s̄2} with Iuc = {εf}. sj (resp.s̄j) indicates a control

law Sj = 1 (resp.Sj = 0). Each transition edge is labeled with the values of the input and output.

The system has unobservable faults, noted by the pair(εf , ∅) and observable faults represented

by the events associated with their fault classes in Table II. In the case of failure, two control

signals lead to the same voltage level.

TABLE I

OUTPUT VOLTAGE VARIATIONS AND THE OUTPUT SET.

O = {∅, 0, 1, 2} Vs variation

∅ no variation

0 E/2 to 0

1 0 or E to E/2

2 E/2 to E

Remark 2: If the fault f̄1 or f̄2 occurs, thenVs ∈ {0, E
2
}. If the fault f1 or f2 occurs then

Vs ∈ {E
2
, E}.

The MM modeling allows taking into account the change in sensor readings when the same

control is applied. It improves the fault detection procedure.



TABLE II

OBSERVABLE FAULTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAULT CLASSES.

Input Events s̄1, s̄2 s1, s̄2 s̄1, s2 s1, s2

Output Events 1 0 2 0 2 1

Fault Classes f1, f2 f̄1 f2 f̄2 f1 f̄1, f̄2

Figure 4 shows the diagnoser corresponding to the 2-cells converter, modeled by its equivalent

DFA and assuming that the control is broken off if a fault is detected. Each state of the diagnoser

is a set of pairs(xi, γi) wherexi ∈ X andγi ∈ {N, f1, f̄1, f2, f̄2}. It should be pointed out that it

has two uncertain fault states, i.e.,(2f̄2, 3f̄1) and(2f1, 3f2). Indeed, if the state of the system is,

for instance,1 or 4, a fault event with an output1, when the same input is applied (i.e.(s1s2) or

(s̄1s̄2)), enables to detect a fault but does not enable to isolate it.Using the proposed diagnoser,

the states4f1, 4f2, 1f̄1 and1f̄2 can be directly isolated using the observations(s̄1s2, 0), (s1s̄2, 0),

(s̄1s2, 2) and(s1s̄2, 2) (see Fig. 4). By a classical approach [10], from the state of the system2

or 3, the observations(s̄1s̄2, ∅) and (s1s2, ∅) also lead to the fault diagnosis. Therefore, a fault

can always be detected but may not directly be isolated.

This system satisfies condition (4). Therefore, a fault isolating sequence associated to the

diagnoser can be computed to eliminate the uncertainty between states(2f̄2, 3f̄1) and(2f1, 3f2)

(see Fig. 5).

Remark 3:The diagnoser given in Fig. 4 cannot isolate a fault if the initial statex0 is unknown.

Indeed, the first observation is ambiguous. A synchronizingsequence, based on the testing theory,

can be computed to synchronize the diagnoser with the system. The computation of this sequence

is based on the same idea as the homing sequence. For the converter, the sequence defined by

(s1s̄2, s1s2, s̄1s2, s̄1s̄2) leads to the same state, i.e., mode1, for all initial conditions of the

nominal system. If this sequence is observed, then no fault has occurred and the diagnoser is

well synchronized.



Fig. 4. Diagnoser associated to the 2-cells converter when the fault detection locks the control.

Fig. 5. Homing sequences allowing faults isolation ((s1s̄2) and (s̄1s2)).

C. Simulation results

In this section, some simulations are carried out to show theeffectiveness of the proposed

approach. Equations (5)-(7) are written using Matlab/Simulink, a PWM module controls the

2-cells converter and a Stateflow module is used to model the FSM. The parameters used in the

simulation are as follow:E = 60V, c = 400µF, R = 200Ω, L = 0.1H. Figure 6(a) depicts

the evolution of faults. In order to highlight the efficiencyof the diagnoser, the simulation takes

into account all kind of faults. Indeed, a reset of the systemis realized between each fault and

a synchronizing sequence is applied. The state is re-initialized atx0 = [Vcref , Iref ]
t = [30, 0.2]t.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the actual mode of the FSM.

One can see, in Fig. 6, that the diagnoser, using the MM representation, fulfils the objective,

i.e., the faulty modes are well detected and isolated. In Fig. 7, one can note that faults̄f1 and



Fig. 6. Fault detection and isolation, using the proposed active diagnosis algorithm. (a) Actual mode. (b) Fault detection using

the proposed diagnoser. (c) Isolation using the diagnoser and the homing sequences (Figs. 4-5).

Fig. 7. Mode commutations (nominal and faulty).

f̄2 are identified using the proposed fault isolating sequence.Indeed, these faults generate an

uncertain fault state in the diagnoser. Using the testing theory, a sequence is applied, among

the fault isolating sequences given in Fig. 5, i.e.,(s1s̄2) or (s̄1s2). This sequence depends on

the uncertain state of the diagnoser. It enables to eliminate the uncertain states and isolate the

corresponding fault.

V. CONCLUSION

An active diagnosis for a class of switched systems which maynot satisfy the classical

diagnosability conditions (that applied to autonomous switched system) is designed. A Mealy

Machine modeling is used to define an appropriate diagnoser which reduces the uncertain state

subset. Some diagnosability conditions of faults are deduced using this representation. If the

MM diagnoser satisfy these conditions, an algorithm combining the proposed diagnoser and a



testing procedure can be used in order to solve the fault diagnosis problem. A study on the

cascade multicellular converter is carried out to detect and isolate faulty cells. Simulation results

highlight the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Further works aim at implementation of

the proposed active diagnosis on a 3 cells converter.
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